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Univar Solutions and Fluid Energy Group Announce New
Agreement for Enviro-Syn® Modified / Synthetic Acid™ and
Associated Technology
Agreement adds eco-friendly and technically advanced specialty chemical
solutions to Univar Solutions increasing portfolio of more sustainable offerings
ROTTERDAM, NETHERLANDS, — November 12, 2020 — Europe, Univar Solutions B.V., a
subsidiary of Univar Solutions Inc. (NYSE: UNVR) (“Univar Solutions” or “the Company”), a
global chemical and ingredient distributor and provider of value-added services, today
announced a distribution, blending, and production agreement with Fluid Energy Group (“Fluid”)
for the Enviro-Syn Modified / Synthetic Acid product line that is used in multiple industrial
applications. Fluid’s patented product lines are unique, globally proven, and will expand Univar
Solutions portfolio of safer, more sustainable, eco-friendly and technically advanced specialty
chemical solutions.

Fluid has appointed Univar Solutions as its distributor, blender, and producer in select European
countries, including Belgium, France, Iberia, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, the
Nordics, and the United Kingdom for the Enviro-Syn® HCR™ Modified / Synthetic Acid™
systems and associated products including its Modified Caustic systems (CSR).

Liam McCarroll, global director of sustainability at Univar Solutions commented, "Fluid’s
commitment to reducing environmental impact with safer and higher performing chemical
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products aligns perfectly with our approach to delivering more sustainable solutions and
partnering with environmentally responsible global business partners dedicated to innovation,
quality, and application expertise. We look forward to providing customers across Europe with a
greater product portfolio with technically advanced chemical options to help accelerate growth.”

Fluid’s patented Enviro-Syn technologies are designed to help enhance and provide effective
alternatives to traditional, highly hazardous, commodity acids and alkali products. Compared to
conventional hydrochloric acid (HCl) and caustic soda (NaOH), Enviro-Syn HCR and CSR
systems provide better technical properties in many aspects and lower fuming and
disassociation rates. Additionally, many lines are non-corrosive to dermal tissue and exhibit
ultra-low corrosion properties on various materials, reducing corrosion related liability. Fluid’s
patented or patent pending products are more environmentally responsible, biodegradable, nonvolatile and demonstrate low toxicity over incumbents. In addition to established global
applications in the oil and gas industry, the modified acid and alkali systems have proven
applications across many other industries, including water treatment, food and beverage,
household and industrial cleaning, life sciences, construction, and marine.
“We are extremely pleased that Fluid has placed their trust in our team at Univar Solutions to
extend these advanced technologies in the European market. Enviro-Syn systems are safer,
cutting-edge alternatives to commonly used hydrochloric acid and caustic soda, delivering
broad-application performance while reducing health hazards and impact on the environment as
sustainable alternatives," said Nigel Hayes, regional vice president for Europe, Middle East, and
Africa at Univar Solutions.

Clay Purdy, CEO at Fluid Energy Group, said, "Fluid continues to develop and improve on
industry-leading technology, creating new alternatives and expanding its offerings globally. We
are excited to work with Univar Solutions as our new European distributor of our unique and
environmentally responsible product lines.” Purdy continued, “When seeking out the optimal
partner for our products in Europe, we wanted a distributor whose environmental values around
chemical solutions aligned with ours and who could bring together technical innovation, product
expertise, and market leadership. With Univar Solutions’ global footprint, expansive sales
infrastructure, supply chain, and dedicated customer service, together we are well-positioned to
provide our customers the resources they need to deploy innovative products in the oil and gas
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sectors as well as many other industries. We look forward to additional global expansion with
Univar Solutions."
About Univar Solutions
Univar Solutions (NYSE: UNVR) is a leading global specialty chemical and ingredient distributor
representing a premier portfolio from the world's leading producers. With the industry's largest
private transportation fleet and North American sales force, unparalleled logistics know-how,
deep market and regulatory knowledge, world-class formulation and recipe development, and
leading digital tools, the Company is well-positioned to offer tailored solutions and value-added
services to a wide range of markets, industries, and applications. Univar Solutions is committed
to helping customers and suppliers innovate and grow together. Learn more at
UnivarSolutions.com.
About Fluid Energy Group Ltd.
Fluid Energy Group Ltd. was founded in Calgary, Alberta, Canada (2011) to manufacture ecoconscious, low-hazard, and low toxicity Modified Acid™ and Synthetic Acid™ systems and
associated chemistries. With >120 patented or patent-pending products, the Company's
strategy is to continually develop and improve industry-leading technology and deploy it globally
in a methodical, prudent, and technical manner. By being focused on supporting its customers’
operations, producing industry-leading technology, and communicating the technical and HS&E
advantages of its products to industry and Government, Fluid Energy Group has amassed an
industry leading customer profile. Its large dedicated team of scientists, global operational
support, and sales team are committed to shift industry from hazardous chemical incumbents
such as Hydrochloric acid and many other common chemical commodities, to technologically
superior and far safer chemistry.

Forward-Looking Statements
This press release includes certain statements relating to future events and our intentions, beliefs,
expectations, and outlook for the future, which are "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of
Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended, including, without limitation, statements regarding the impacts of the effects of COVID-19 on the
Company, the Company's anticipated future results and financial performance, liquidity position and cash
flows, actions regarding expense control and cost reductions, expected net synergies from the Nexeo
acquisition, capital expenditures and other statements regarding the Company's Streamline 2022 Program
and other initiatives. Forward-looking statements are subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties,
many of which may be beyond the Company's control. These forward-looking statements are subject to
risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from the expectations and
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assumptions. A detailed discussion of these factors and uncertainties is contained in the Company's filings
with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Potential factors that could affect such forward-looking
statements include, among others: the sustained geographic spread of the COVID-19 pandemic; the
duration and severity of the COVID-19 pandemic; current and new actions that may be taken by
governmental authorities to address or otherwise mitigate the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic; the
potential negative impacts of COVID-19 on the global economy and our customers and suppliers; the
overall impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on our business, results of operations and financial condition;
other fluctuations in general economic conditions, particularly in industrial production and the demands of
our customers and the timing and extent of an economic recovery; significant changes in the business
strategies of producers or in the operations of our customers; increased competitive pressures, including
as a result of competitor consolidation; significant changes in the pricing, demand and availability of
chemicals; our levels of indebtedness, the restrictions imposed by our debt instruments, and our ability to
obtain additional financing when needed; the broad spectrum of laws and regulations that we are subject
to, including extensive environmental, health and safety laws and regulations; an inability to integrate the
business and systems of companies we acquire, including of Nexeo, or to realize the anticipated benefits
of such acquisitions; potential business disruptions and security breaches, including cybersecurity
incidents; an inability to generate sufficient working capital; increases in transportation and fuel costs and
changes in our relationship with third party providers; accidents, safety failures, environmental damage,
product quality and liability issues and recalls; major or systemic delivery failures involving our distribution
network or the products we carry; operational risks for which we may not be adequately insured; ongoing
litigation and other legal and regulatory risks; challenges associated with international operations; exposure
to interest rate and currency fluctuations; potential impairment of goodwill; liabilities associated with
acquisitions, ventures and strategic investments; negative developments affecting our pension plans and
multi-employer pensions; labor disruptions associated with the unionized portion of our workforce; and the
other factors described in the Company's filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. We caution
you that the forward-looking information presented in this press release is not a guarantee of future events
or results, and that actual events or results may differ materially from those made in or suggested by the
forward-looking information contained in this press release. In addition, forward-looking statements
generally can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as "may," "plan," "seek, "will,"
"expect," "intend," "estimate," "anticipate," "believe" or "continue" or the negative thereof or variations
thereon or similar terminology. Any forward-looking information presented herein is made only as of the
date of this press release, and the Company does not undertake any obligation to update or revise any
forward-looking information to reflect changes in assumptions, the occurrence of unanticipated events, or
otherwise, except as required by law.
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